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Ladies Tour of Norway 2018 about the region of the race
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Contens and purposes
This guide is made mainly for media to describe the
history, activities, culture and diversity linked to the
different stages and host cities of this years version
of the Ladies Tour of Norway. The guide is published
in both Norwegian and English.
The guide is made in cooperation with Visit Østfold
and the different host cities.
Halden is the main host city this year with functions
as the race hotels, press- and media center, race
office, organisation, VIP and other important parts of
the race.
Prologue, start stage 1 and finish at stage 3 will take
part in Halden. The other host municipalities are
Eidsberg, Sarpsborg, Fredrikstad and Strömstad.
Beside this LToN will also visit several other municipalities in the region of Østfold for intermediate
sprints, etc. These places are also described in the
guide.
This ”culture guide” does not include the sporting part
of the professional World Tour-race. This information
you will find in the special technical guide (road book)
which will be available in a master version on the
homepage of LToN: www.ladiestour.no.
We do hope this guide will be of use and that you will
use it a lot before and during the race week.
Roy Moberg
Race director
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Friday August 17th

Rakkestad-Mysen, 128 km
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RAKKESTAD

Rakkestad is in the middle of Østfold and has two villages, Rakkestad
and Degernes.

The first people came to Rakkestad already about 10.000 years ago.
They settled down at Høgnipen, at the catch settlements of Rørmyr and
Mellommyr, some of the oldest catch settlements in Norway. Findings of
burial moun and hill forts tells a story about human life for several
thousands of years. Findings of 3.000 years old petroglyphs was made in
the Summer of 1986 at the farm Bjørnstad søndre.
The community has a richt amount of attractive areas for all kind of outdoor life all the year,
marked tourist pats, shooting ranges, fishing waters and hunting terrain. You can also hire room at
a farm or in cottages or you can hire a canoe. This is the place for an active outdoor life!

Rudskogen Motorpark
South of Rakkestad center is Rudskogen; Norway’s main venue for motor sports. You will find the
racing track at 3.254 meters.
Here is also a gocart track of European standar. The track is 1.201 meters long in an undulating
terrain. The gocarts are equipped with 390 cc motors and 13 horse powers. You will need a driving
licens to drive them.
Offroad venue
Here you can participate as a private person or at racing days. There are a lot of events throug.

RUDSKOGEN MOTORPARK just south of Rakkestad is the center for motorsport in Norway. It’s
even been Formula-1-cars on this track.
Historica - historical collections
A little more to the south than Rudskogen you will find this museum with exhibition of
chainsaws,tools, minerals and stones.
Here is also an environmental exhibition with clothes, farmacy, school, mechanical garage, watchmaker, shoemaker and more.
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War resistance museum
I the center of Rakkestad you will find the museum for war resistance in Norway (Hjemmefrontmuseet). The museum has more than 100 meters with around 4.000 objects from World War 2.
The exhibitions are big and gives a good picture of Norway during the German occupation from
1940-1945.

Rakkestad Bygdemuseum
Close to the War resistance museum is Rakkestad bygdetun. This shows the old houses and how
people lived here hundreds of years ago. It’s a combination of a museum and a place used for
different events.

EIDSBERG

Eidsberg community has 11.000 inhabitants. In 2020 the 5 communities
in the inner of Østfold will merge to one big community with around
50.000 inhabitants. These communites are Eidsberg, Askim, Hobøl,
Spydeberg and Trøgstad. The name of the new community will be
Indre Østfold Kommune.

Eidsberg has an area of 235,91 km2 today.
The center is Mysen who is a station on the train from Oslo. The main
road between Oslo and Stockholm (E18) is also passing through Eidsberg. It’s the second biggest
way into Norway after the crossing at Svinesund (E6).
Mysen have a lot of activity, shops, sports and schools. The landscape here is mostly open and
33 % of the areal is used by farmers. So it’s mostly a farmers community.
Mysen is also the final stop on the commuter train from Oslo, exept twice a day when the train
continues to Rakkestad. Earlier there was also a southbound train to Sarpsborg and the railway is
still there - but no trains are going here anymore.
Mysen’s goal is to be the most attractiv small city in Norway, but Askim was quicker and the
neighbour is now in the final for the race to become Norway’s most attractive city in 2018.

Fjella
East of the cyclists course is Fjella – the biggest forrest area in Østfold. It’s between Rakkestad,
Eidsberg, Marker and Aremark. It’s one of the best areas for walking tours in whole Norway. You
can find marked paths and it’s used the whole year, either for walking or skiing. Here are also
cottages where you can buy food, coffee or waffles in the weekends. It’s also popular for fishing
and it’s a place where you can either train hard or relax from a stressful daily life.
Eidsberg church
The riders will pass Eidsberg church, also called ”Østfolddomen”. It is the areas only church from
the middle age today. It’s first mentioned in the year 1235 in the story about the king Håkon
Håkonsson who was borned in Mysen.
The oldest church was of wood, but this church is built in the Gotic style in the last part of the 12th
century. It’s built of stone and the walls are up till 2,5 meters tick. It’s just now being repared and in
1960 they also found out that there had been a fire in the church many years ago.
The church is close to the river Glomma. The tower is 42 meters high and the importance of the
church was probably because the pilgrims went through the area by the river on their way to
Nidaros (today Trondheim).
The famous skier Vibeke Skofterud was buried here just a couple of weeks ago.
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Østfoldmuseene - Folkenborg museum
This is a museum really on historical ground. In the 1100th century this was church area and a
priest farm. It was here that Inga from Varteig came and gave birth to the King’s son Haakon
Haakonsen in the year 1204. Folkenborg outdoor museum with old buildings and settlements and
animals in the Summer. The museum has different houses from the area, mainly from Eidsberg.
The most interesting being the Narvestad-building from 1724. Here you can also watch a big
collection of farmers tools from both the time when they used horses and also from the time where
machins took over. Folkenborg is also one of few museums in Norway with a collection of horsedrawn vehicals.
More about Mysen at the end of this stage.

TRØGSTAD

The first sprint on Friday’s stage will be at Skjønhaug, the center of the
community of Trøgstad with about 5.300 inhabitants.
The community is bordered by the lakes Øyeren to the western part and
Hemnessjøen (Øgdren) to the east. The highest point in Trøgstad is
Viktjernsåsen at 330 meters above see level. In the north-east part of the
community is another highert part called Oppskott with the highest point
at 302 meters.
The community has large depositions of quick clay. In 1967 there was a
big mudslide here where 12 houses were whiped away and 4 people got
killed.
In 1974 there was a big mudslide in Båstad north in the community, but this didn’t cause any
peoples lives.
TRØGSTAD CHURCH where the
riders will pass at stage 1 on Friday.
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There are about 6.000 years old tracks of settlements at Stikla north in Trøgsta. Close to Havnås
there are two old castles at Festningsåsen and Bæljeråsen with ruins of defenses from the Iron
Age (year 300-600).
Trøgstad church (Skjønhaug church) is a Roman stone church from mid 1200’s. It was originally
built for the King Olav den hellige. The riders ill pass just outside the church. The former famous
sports commentator of NRK, Kjell Kristian Rike, is buried here.

Trøgstad fortress is a part of the defenses around Fossumstrøket and was built in the period 19121917. From 1959 to 1991 it was a part of the Nike Battalion.
It’s a rich sporting life in the area with several arenas. Here is a sportshall, a football field, a barn
for gymnastics, a speedskating venue with frozen ice, a skijumping hill, two shooting ranges and a
motor center for go-carts.Trøgstad has had a lot of good sportsmen throughout the years. Sigrun
Sørensen (Østreng) won the Norwegian championships in Gymnastics three times in the 60’s and
her daughter Helen was also the best in Norway one generation later. World champion in
Orienterreing Tore Sandvik is also originally from Trøgstad, even tough he is now in Halden.

ASKIM

For many people Askim comminty is the same as waterfalls and industry.
Askim has a lot of different industry with both big and smaller companies.
Askim is one of the biggest power communities in Norway (about 3% of
the water power production in the country) with 3 big power stations by
Glomma, Norway’s largest river. These are Solbergfoss, Kykkelsrud and
Vamma.

The power stations in the inner of Østfold are among the oldest in
Norway and Vamma is Norway’s biggest power station in a river.
The waterfall at Kykkelsrud has been used to produce energie from the 1600th century. The new
power station here were finished in 1903 and it was producing power mainly to Oslo.
In 1907 started the next big power adventure in Askim by the building of Vamma power station.
After some time of discussions the politicans decided that using all the waterfalls from Mørkfoss to
Solbergfoss should be one in one power station. This was finished in 1924 and in 1925 was three
of the countries biggest power stations in Askim and all were owned by Norwegians.
From south: Vamma (1907) - built in 1907 by Vamma Fossekompagnie where Sam Eyde was the
founder. Made to secure energie for the production of fertilizers. This production did never start
and power company Hafslund took over the station.

Kykkelsrud, no closed. The old power station was built from 1900, but Hafslund took over in
1915. It’s now concidered a cultural heritage of Norwegian power production. It was operating from
1903 and was important for both the power supply to Oslo and for the industry.

And last Solbergfoss (1924) where the cyclists will pass twice on Friday. The Kraft festival uses to
have a Christmas concert in the big turbine hall at Solbergfoss.

Impressing buildings – Hafslund the owner
The community of Askim has changed a lot from big industries to more varied business. More than
half of the businesses have been changed during 20 years and in the same period the number of
workplaces have expanded.
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SOLBERGFOSS POWER STATION. The riders will pass
here twice on Friday’s stage. A spectacular part of the
course.

The Water park Østfoldbadet in the center of Askim has a lot of activites both for adults and kids.
The center is offering facilities both for competitive swimming, learning to swim, warm water pools
and a wave pool. There are also whirlpools, stamp and waterslides for both old and young.It has
become one of the bigges tourist attractions in the inner Østfold. People are coming from a long
way to visit Østfoldbadet.

In the same house is Askim kulturhus with different programs of culture from September to May
where both local, national and international actors are standing on the stage. In August every year
is Kraftfestivalen held. This is a cultural- and musical festival for both children, adults and older
people.
The cyclists will also pass on of the three hotels in the region - Smaalenene hotell if you wanna
stay overnight. A brand new hotel is being built at Slitu and will open in September this year.
https://www.visitoestfold.com/no/indre-ostfold/overnatting/hotell/?TLp=254308&Smaalenene-Hotell-Askim

Askim Frukt og Bærpresseri. A tourist attraction by itself where you can come with your own fruit
or berries and get it made to juice or other products. You can also buy other local products here.
https://www.visitoestfold.com/no/indre-ostfold/aktiviteter-ogattraksjoner/shopping/?TLp=476091&Askim-Frukt-og-Barpresseri-AS

Romsåsen gruver by Kykkelsrud, 4 km west of Askim. These are mines who were operated in the
years 1866-1876. Today the mines are open to the public with guided tours every Sunday at 12,00
from May-October. Here you can relive the history of mining in Askim.
The mines gave nickel, but today here are also a lot of different activites like climbing, team
building and childrens acitivites.
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You can also have a pick-nick and do some grilling outside the mines.

SPYDEBERG

Spydeberg is a long and narrow community along Glommas west side.
Glomma is Norway’s
longest river with more than 620 km. Spydeberg is one of the fastest growing community in
Østfold, much thank to the short way to the capital of Oslo.
It had 5824 inhabitants by the 1st of January 2017 and the are is 142
km².

A lot of people are moving out of Oslo to these places. You are offered
good possibilities for transportation and it’s a nice area for family to see their kids growing up.

After the main road (now E18) and the railway (1882) came through the community it has been developed as to a tradingcenter with different shops and businesses. The highest point is Spydeberg
varde at 258
meters above see level.
On the way to Askim you the race will cross Glomma and Solbergfoss power station as mentioned under Askim.

The commiunity is know for it’s rich cultural heritage, specially connected to the history of the
Constitution and Wilse. The history from Spydeberg prestegård has national value from the
meeting of the Ministers meeting here at August 8th 1814. Christian Fredrik decided to accept Karl
Johans proposal for peace, which saved the Norwegian Constitution.
https://www.visitoestfold.com/no/indre-ostfold/aktiviteter-ogattraksjoner/attraksjoner/?TLp=979641&Spydeberg-Vicarage
Spydeberg rock festival is the biggest single cultural event in Spydeberg every year. The festival
is organized the last weekend of May and people are coming from the whole area of Sout-East
Norway.
http://spydebergrock.no/
Mørk Golf
A nice golf course with possibilities for both children and adults. Also offering soccer gold. The
Ecco tour has been organized here several times. Will be the venue for the World championships
orienteering in 2019.
https://www.visitoestfold.com/no/indre-ostfold/aktiviteter-ogattraksjoner/aktiviteter/?TLp=256784&Mork-Golf-Spydeberg

EIDSBERG - SLITU and MYSEN

From Askim the riders are coming back to Eidsberg and Slitu.
At Slitu we will get the third hotel of the region; Scandic Brennemoen.
It will be opened in September 2018. Big shops like Biltema and
Morenen shopping center are also here.
The Olympic champion in skiing Vibeke Skofterud who recently died in a
tragical accident was coming from Slitu.
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Monaryggen - the moraine
Monaryggen is a 3-4 km long moraine of sand. It was built at the end of the last ice age about 910.000 years ago. It’s the biggest of it’s kind in
Northern Europe, but has been reduced due to the building of E18.

Momarken Race Track
The race track for trotting horses in Mysen has a racedays most Tuesdays. Good food is also served at the course. Momarken is also used for car racing. On the other side of highway 22 a new,
state-of-the-art prison has been opened, with room for 100 inmates. Tour of Norway had a KOM
sprint here.
Høytorp Fort
An important attraction at Mysen is also Høytorp
Fortress, Norway’s biggest inland
fortress who was overtaken by Eidsberg kommune
from the military in 2001. The area is now free for
the public and has 40 big and small buildings
where smaller companies, painters, clubs and a restaurant are taking up the space.
Parts of the old fortress is still intact and there are
signs explaining what it was used for. In the
Summer there are also guided tours here.
In the Winter there is a 2 km long light track for
skiing with artificial snow. This is very popular
among both children and adults.

The forts of Inner Østfold
Near the Ørje Locks in Marker you can visit the
remains of the Ørje defences – Likollen Fort and
Ørjekollen Fort. They were constructed in 1902–03
to protect the main highway between Norway and
Sweden, today the E18, as it passed through Ørje.
In their day the forts were manned by 1300 soldiHØYTORP FORT, Mysen
ers and were regarded as state-of-the art defences, with barbed wire barriers and infantry
trenches. In fact, they were regarded as being
near-impossible to take by infantry attack from the direction of Sweden. This whole area, with its
many refugee crossings used by Norwegians during World War II, has many interesting stories to
tell from Scandinavian conflicts.
At̊Mysen you can visit Høytorp Fort, Norway’s largest inland fort. It is well-preserved and has
several cannon that were in service here during the last war.
(https://www.visitoestfold.com/no/indre-ostfold/aktiviteter-ogattraksjoner/attraksjoner/?TLp=263904&Hoytorp-Fort-Mysen)
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Saturday August 18th
Fredrikstad-Sarpsborg, 128 km
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FREDRIKSTAD

It is especially gratifying to welcome visitors to Fredrikstad and Hvaler this year, for the town
celebrates its 450 years’ anniversary throughout 2017.

The location of the town of Fredrikstad at the Glomma estuary has always given it a special
appeal. In recent years it has experienced an unprecedented period of growth, the town’s
inhabitants and employers working together to make it an even better place to live and work. And
people sit up and take notice: Recently Fredrikstad was awarded the official title of Most
Attractive Town in Norway 2017!

We have a catchy summer song: Sommer’n er herlig i Fredrikstad: Summer’s a delight in Fredrikstad! But the rest of the year isn’t bad either. Vi live so far south we have mild winters, early springs
and long, warm summers. Here are some of the highlights you will want to visit during your stay in
slett ikke verst det heller. Vi bor jo nærmest i Syden, med milde vintre, tidlig vår og lang sommer.
FREDRIKSTAD TODAY
The town centre is a thriving, bustling place with modern shops, restaurants, stylish cafés and, not
least, the popular Brygga (Quayside Promenade), where pubs and restaurants compete to tempt
people in from their stroll along the riverbank. Watching the sun go down as you enjoy a glass of
beer or wine with friends in the outdoor seating of a restaurant – that’s the favourite way for visitors and inhabitants alike to mark the summer!
The town centre is thriving, with many exciting shops, and the old market squares by the river
have now become small parks with fountains and benches. As a busy day in the shops turns to a
lively evening, there is nowhere better to enjoy the summer than to find your own spot on Brygga
and let your hair!
OLDTIDSRUTA: This is the most concentrated area in Norway of ancient monuments from the

FREDRIKSTAD
CENTER start place for
stage 2 of LToN 2018
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FAMOUS LANMARKS in Fredrikstad. Fredrikstad bridge is the entrance to the city from east. Isegran and
Møllehjulet is where the famous TV-show Anno was recorded.

Iron and Bronze Ages. Here you will find heritage sites with spectacular burial mounds, stone
circles, hill forts and rock carvings – all telling their stories of times and peoples past, and the daily
lives and religious rituals they had.
MINI-CRUISE: Byferga (the Town Ferry) on the river Glomma gives you a wonderful round trip of
Fredrikstad – and all for FREE! You can experience Gamlebyen (the Old Town), Isegran and
Fredrikstad centre from the river. Our ferries bind the town together. They are a real attraction for
visitors and a source of pride for inhabitants. Don’t unpack a picnic on the ferry that crosses the
river from Gamlebyen to Cicignon – it takes just 59 seconds. Just long enough to give inhabitants
a little kick of pride, living in a town that gets people where they want to go with a bit of style! You
can hop onboard #byferga at Gamlebyen, Isegran, the town centre or Gressvik and experience
Fredrikstad from the water.
GAMLEBYEN: The Old Town is one of Europe’s most enchanting treasures – with its unique mix
of moats and ramparts, old buildings, cobbled streets, culture, history, small shops, museums,
exhibitions, friendly cafés –and daily life in general. The star-shaped ramparts and moats that
surround the tiny town are perfect for picnics and relaxing walks. In fact, we have our own
expression for just that: å jangle på vollane (to ramble on the ramparts).

And did you know that Scandinavia’s largest model railway is in Gamlebyen? Gamlebyen Modelljernbanesenter (Model Railway Centre) is a fantastic experience for the whole family – a whole miniature world of trains, cars, houses, people and landscapes, all created with exquisite detail and a
dash of humour! There is also a miniature model of Gamlebyen.

FREDRIKSTAD – 450 in 2017: The town celebrates a big anniversary throughout 2017 with concerts, sports events, youth festivals, theatre and exhibitions –the calendar is overflowing with great
events. While there is a stream of events all year, the main anniversary celebrations are 7–17
September – an 11-day birthday party for the town.
(http://www.visitoestfold.com/no/fredrikstad-og-hvaler/artikler/fredrikstad450/)
HVALER: Fredrikstad has a friendly neighbour: the island paradise of Hvaler. With its 833 islands
and skerries, the archipelago of Hvaler lies a string of pearls outside the town.

HANKØ

Fredrikstad has a stunning coastline, peppered with hundreds of islands and skerries. Perhaps the
most well-known island along the coast is Hankø, just outside the town. This peaceful spot is bles-
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sed with enchanting nature, hiking paths, fine beaches and good accommodation – everything a
stressed visitor needs to unwind.
There are 160 private houses on Hankø, and one of these is the summer residence of the royal
family, just a stone’s throw from the hotel. Our previous king, Olav, spent most of his summers
here at Bloksberg; today it is Princess Märtha Louise and family who are most frequently there. It
is the royal family’s attachment to the sport of sailing that has cemented their attraction to Hankø.

Facts about Fredrikstad

•
Fredrikstad is the sixth largest town in Norway, with 80.000 inhabitants. The town was founded in 1567 by King Frederick II after Sarpsborg had been burned down by the Swedes.
•
The town has free ferries – one taking inhabitants and visitors across the river to
Gamlebyen (the Old Town), the other stopping at Gamlebyen, Isegran, the town centre and
Gressvik. It makes for a great short cut for pedestrians and cyclists. You can get on and off
where you please – it’s a great mini-cruise that lets you experience the town from the river.

•
Glommastien – the Glomma Trail – is a 35 kms cycle and walking path between Sarpsborg
and Fredrikstad. Large stretches follow the riverbank. There are good fishing spots, and also some
places to buy refreshments.
•
The river Glomma is the soul of Fredrikstad. It was the driving force behind the
founding of the town and the later development of its timber industry, sawmills, brickworks,
shipbuilding and stone quarrying. There are still many traces of these industries along the
riverbanks.
•
The most well-known stately manor house in the area is Elingaard, in Onsøy. The first
owner is thought to have been Olav Torsteinson in the 15th century. The house has suffered fires
several times and been rebuilt. Today it is a museum that can be hired for functions.
•
Polar explorer Roald Amundsen was born in Fredrikstad. His birthplace, Tomta, is
today a museum.

•
In the 60s and 70s Fredrikstad Mekaniske Verksted (FMV) was a large shipbuilding yard
with over 2000 employees. The yard closed in 1988 and the area, once a closed-off industrial site,
became a vibrant part of the city centre. In addition to the football stadium, you can now find Østfold University College here, Fredrikstad Arts School, several large companies and consulting enterprises. There is also a highly modern Medical Centre with doctors‚ surgeries and other services
collected in one building. The old shipyard, Værste, now boasts shops, pubs and modern apartments overlooking the town.
•
Fredrikstad has several famous industrial designers and entrepreneurs, including
Bård Eker (Hydrolift boats and the Koenigsegg car) and Wik & Walsøe fine porcelain.
Fredrikstad’s harbour is the largest in Østfold and many traditional industries still thrive
and grow in the town.

•
Town and countryside are closely interconnected. It takes only minutes to leave behind the
town centre and built-up areas and be down by the river or out in farmland. The fortress town of
Gamlebyen and the Kongsten Fort bear witness to a Fredrikstad’s long and eventful past.
•
Fredrikstad has about 160.000 acres of arable land, of which 80% is used for grains,
16% for hay, 4% for rapeseed oil and peas, 1% for fruit, berries, potatoes and vegetables.
Most farmers in the region work the land on a part-time basis and have other sources of
income.
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•
Fredrikstad has a vibrant cultural scene. It is often referred to as The Festival Town, hosting
among others Månefestivalen (The Moon Festival) and the literature festival Ord i Grenseland
(Borderland Words). The town also boasts a Literature Centre and several concert halls. In
September the Kulturnatt is held – an all-night concert, free to the public, demonstrating the
breadth of musical talent in the town.
•
Fredrikstad Cinema has been voted Cinema of the Year in Norway on 15 occasions,
including last year. Renowned film director Harald Zwart is from Fredrikstad.

•
Fredrikstad also played a very important part in the life of Edvard Munch. His mother and
foster aunt were born in Storgaten 26 in Fredrikstad, and his parents married in Glemmen Church
on 15 October 1861. In 1888, when he came to visit his grandfather, he sailed to the island of
Hankø just outside Fredrikstad. This was where he painted Notbinderen. He used his Aunt Karen
as model for many works, including The Sick Child and Spring.
Celebrities from Fredrikstad:
o
Bendik Riis (1911-1988), artist
o
Hans Nielsen Hauge (1771-1824), preacher
o
Hans Kirkegaard Fleischer (1803-1884), military general
o
Roald Amundsen (1872–1928), polar explorer
o
Aksel Gresvig (1876-1958), founder of G-sport
o
Arne Svendsen (1884-1958), cabaret artist
o
Tore Segelcke (1901-1979), actor
o
Inger Hagerup (1905-1985), author
o
Gunnar Nilsen (1913–1984), founder of Stabburet
o
Berit Ås (1928-), professor (social psychology), first leader of political party SV
o
Sverre Wilberg (1929-1996), actor
o
Georg Apenes (1940–2016), Member of Parliament (H), CEO at Datatilsynet
o
Egil «Drillo» Olsen (1942–), football player and trainer
o
Klaus Hagerup (1946-), author
o
Louise Kathrine Dedichen (1964-), Norway’s first female Rear Admiral
o
Egil Hovland, CC Cowboys, Fred Ball, musicians
o
Jan-Erik Fjell, Thore Hansen, Lisa Aisato, authors and illustrators
o
Dennis Storhøi, Petronella Barker, actors
o
Harald Zwart, film director
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RYGGE CHURCH

RYGGE

Today the rural municipality of Rygge has some 15.000 inhabitants, but from 2020 it will become
part of the neighbouring, larger municipality of Moss. Its coat-of-arms depicts a golden spur, one of
the finest gold finds from the Viking era. Indeed, Rygge is regarded as one of the regions in the
country richest in ancient monuments and many features of the landscape are directly connected
with ancient cultural periods. These extend from the settlement of the fertile land of the coastline to
the stately manor farms that flourished there.

Important historic sites

Rygge Church is among the largest and most richly appointed churches in Norway from the
Middle Ages, dating from 1170.
Værne Monastery was a powerful royal farm in Viking times. From the 13th century and up to the
Reformation it housed the Knights Hospitaller order of monks. Today it is in private ownership.
Larkollen is an ancient shipping village, a significant harbour in the era of sailing ships. The
coastal environment is unique.
The national Pilgrims’ Way passes through Rygge, and along the trail many fascinating heritage
sites have been signposted.
Shopping
Varnaveien and Rygge Storsenter (mall)

Outdoor activities
Rygge is an ideal place for all outdoor activities, including hiking and cycling on its network of
signposted paths along the stunning coastline. Here there are enchanting beaches and great
conditions for pleasure sailing. Accommodation is available at Larkollen Camping and Støtvig
Hotell.
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SARPSFOSSEN waterfall

SARPSBORG

In 2016, Sarpsborg celebrated its first 1000 years! In 1016, the Viking king Olaf Haraldsson (St.
Olaf) decided that he would build his town by the Sarpsfossen Waterfall, making Sarpsborg the
third oldest town in Norway. No waterfall in Europe has greater water volume, and water energy
has powered the town to its periods of greatness as a timber centre and industrial giant. Today’s
inhabitants are proud of Sarpsborg’s natural beauty – its woods, lakes and coastline – as well as
its sporting achievements and exciting cultural calendar, with several renowned festivals.

Hafslund Hovedgård (manor)

Hafslund Hovedgård (manor farm) is one of the finest stately homes in Norway. It has played host
to long lines of royal visitors through the centuries, and is today a protected cultural site. The main
house is from 1762, built after an earlier Baroque building burned down in 1758. Few Norwegian
manor farms have managed to preserve and maintain their historical sites and buildings with such
great respect for their heritage.

Sarpsfossen

The waterfall, Sarpsfossen, is the town’s ‘trademark’, not least because of what it has signified for
Sarpsborg’s growth as an industrial giant. Such an impressive fall – it has the greatest water volume in Scandinavia – has plenty of history of its own as a natural barrier, an energy source and
as an ancient place of execution.

The first rapids formed some 4000 years ago. As the land rose up after the ice age, so did the
height of the waterfall. Around year 0 it had become ca. 15 metres, and in Viking times ca. 20
metres. It was in that period that Olaf Haraldsson saw the strategic value of building his capital
beside the fall. Today the height of Sarpsfossen is ca. 23 metres.
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HAFSLUND MANOR, Sarpsborg

Borregaard

The name Borregaard was derived from Borgargjerdi, a farm in the time of Olaf Haraldsson
(1016). In 1312, the farm went from being a royal farm to being a manor farm and the name was
gradually changed to Borregaard. The manor changed hands many times up to 1889, when the
English company, The Kellner Partington Paper Pulp Co. Ltd., assumed ownership. The company
built a cellulose factory on its property by Sarpsfossen. This was the first stage of an industrialisation of the area, leading eventually to its becoming one of the largest industrial complexes in
Norway.
In 1918, Borregaard again came into Norwegian hands. Today the company has the world’s most
advanced bio-refinery. Using natural and renewable raw materials, Borregaard produces advanced and environmentally friendly bio-chemicals and bio-materials that may come to supplant
petroleum-based products.

Borgarsyssel Museum

Borgarsyssel Museum is the county museum for Østfold. It stands on the site where St. Olaf
founded his capital in 1016. The museum was started in 1921 and has on its grounds the ruined
St.Nikolas Church from 1115. The museum documents the history of the whole of Østfold from the
Middle Ages up to the present day.

In 2016 its educational wing, Olav’s Hall, was opened, enabling the museum to offer its visitors a
year-round service. From the new centre’s 30-metre tower you have a panoramic view of
Sarpsfossen, the Glomma river and the whole town.

Jubilee Sculpture: Genesis

The sculpture Genesis was commissioned for the town’s 1000-year celebrations from artist Finn
Eirik Modahl. It was unveiled on St. Olaf’s Day, 29 July, in 2016.
The sculpture is a jubilee gift to Sarpsborg from Sparebankstiftelsen DNB. It is conceived round
the theme of water, as vital to Olaf’s career as it was to the growth of the town he founded. Here
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he is depicted as a young man of today, emerging from the water and with his eyes fixed on the
future.
The 5-metre high bust is made in mirror steel which enables all visitors to the site to see themselves in its surfaces. The anniversary sculpture is intended to remind us that our modern society is
rising ever onwards and upwards.

Kulås Park

The Kulås Park, right in the centre of town, offers the inhabitants a verdant, wooded leisure area.
This natural area is the largest town park in Østfold, and has idyllic paths, play areas, and a large
amfi-theatre that is used for concerts and other events.

There are also over 40 burial mounds from the Iron Age, most from around 2000 years ago. These
ancient monuments bear witness to there being a significant settlement here long before Olaf Haraldsson sailed up the river in 1016 and
decided this was the place for his capital.

Ancient monuments

There have been people living in our region since the ice retreated and left the land habitable and
fertile. Within the town boundaries there are some of the oldest and most spectacular ancient
monuments in the country.
For example, no other municipality in Norway has more registered rock carvings than Sarpsborg.
The traces of other periods of our ancient history are everywhere in the landscape: burial cairns,
sunken roads, standing stones, hill forts, to mention just a few.

Tunevannet/Landeparken

Few towns the size of Sarpsborg can boast of having two beautiful natural parks. Sarpsborg has
both the Kulås Park and the Lande Park. Landeparken lies right beside the Tunevannet lake, and
entices visitors to stroll by the banks through its high pine trees.

It is in Landeparken that the Olavsfestival is held every summer, with a Viking camp, street entertainers, music, food and ancient sagas related by real Viking skalds. The Tunevannet lake lies
some 2 kms from Sarpsborg centre. There is a lakeside beach here with a diving platform, and the
area is accessible for wheelchair users, has grass parkland, toilets and a kiosk. The lake is also
popular among anglers, who fish for pike, roach, perch, bream, among others.
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Sunday August 19th

Stage 3, 155 km, Svinesund-Halden
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THE SVINESUND BRIDGES

THE SVINESUND BRIDGES –
The most beautiful border crossing in Europe

FACTS
The Old Svinesund Bridge (starting point for LToN stage):
Opened 15 June 1946. Built in granite. An average of 6.000 cars crossed the border every day.
67 metres above the fjord.
Given protected status on 15 June 2005.

New Svinesund Bridge:
Opened 10 June 2005. 704 metres long.
Driving surface is 60 metres above the fjord.
The arch is 92 metres above the fjord.
The bridge structure below the arch is 126 metres long, but can expand a metre in summer heat.
Designed to last at least 120 years.
Today ca. 16.000 vehicles cross the border every day.

History
During the Great Northern War (1700–1721) a pontoon bridge was floated across Svinesund, but it
would take centuries before a permanent crossing was in place. With the arrival of the railways in
the 19th century, pressure mounted for a bridge connecting Norway and Sweden. In the 1930s,
the Swedish politician Carl O. Lindhagen worked tirelessly to promote the idea of a road bridge
that would replace the car ferry; in the late 1930s around 7000 vehicles a year crossed by ferry. In
addition, there were many who turned back to avoid the huge traffic queues. The concept of a road
bridge caught on, while the railway bridge was given less priority.

The main problem was paying for it. A steel bridge would not support the heaviest vehicles, so the
Swedes proposed building it in granite – but this was too expensive a solution for the Norwegians.
The dilemma was solved when the Swedes said that the bridge would be built in granite, but Norway would only pay the price of half a bridge in steel; the difference would be covered by Sweden.
Construction began in 1939.
By Easter 1940, the pillars were in place, as were the foundations to support the bridge arches,
and an opening date was set for 1941. The German invasion of Norway in April 1940 put an immediate stop to that plan. Work was resumed in November that year, but now proceeding at a much
slower tempo.
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Then, on 6 July 1942, there was an accident, caused partly by the war and partly by natural forces. Lightning struck the bridge on the Swedish side. It would not normally have been a cause of
any damage, but both the Swedes and the Germans had attached explosive mines to the pillars of
the bridge, and those on the Swedish side were detonated by the electric charge of the lightning.
Ten pillars were damaged. New explosives were put in place, and these remained in place until
defused on 7 May 1945.
The magnificent granite bridge was fully opened for traffic in 1946. Its impressive architectural
design wakes associations with Roman aqueducts. Huge arches in sculpted granite stand on both
sides of a central arch in reinforced concrete. The height of the road surface is 60 metres and the
main span measures 155 metres.
Up to 1967 the Swedes drove on the left hand side of the road. It was therefore necessary for
drivers to swap sides in the middle of the bridge.

The volume of traffic increased steadily for fifty years, so at the end of the last century the decision
was made to build a new four-lane motorway and a new, larger bridge. In 2002, an agreement on
a new Svinesund crossing was signed by the transport ministers of both countries.

The new bridge and new E6 were opened across the Norway-Sweden border on 12 June 2005. It
is the longest of its kind in the world, in total 704 metres long, with a main span of 247 metres. It is
60 metres over the fjord.

Berby Herregård
The stately Berby Herregård (manor farm) lies at the end of the Iddefjord on the highway 22
border with Sweden. It owns forest property on both sides of the border, and its prosperity was
built on timber. It was mentioned in historical sources as early as 1344; when it was bought in
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1780 by Truels Wiels, Berby comprised 21 cotter’s holdings, sawmills, mills and salmon rivers.
Jens M. Golden bought the property in 1890 and it has remained in that family since. The main
building is from 1854. In 1899, Østfold’s first school of domestic science was opened, and there
was a private school of domestic science as late as 1953. Today there is an arts centre at Berby.
Guided tours are available on request.
Berbyelva
The river through the Enningdal valley has retained much of its natural watercourse and is home
to an early-migrating species of salmon which has not been significantly affected by external
factors.

The Berby river, also called the Enningdal river, is the most southeasterly watercourse in Norway,
and crosses the border; it is, therefore administered in conjunction with Sweden. It is renowned for
its large salmon, with a record of 17.7 kilos. The river is open to anglers from mid-May to midAugust.
Bråtorp Camping
Bråtorp Camping in Halden opened in 2016 and has 8 new cabins, each with five beds, and a
services block. Tents and camper vans are welcome.

There is a hiring service for canoes and boats, and fishing permits are sold. It is in close proximity
to the Berby river (13 kms from Bullaren in Sweden to the Iddefjord), and the salmon course of the
Enningdal river (angling permitted from mid-May to mid-August).
Ideal terrain for walkers, and only 5 kms from the Elgåfossen waterfall on the border. The perfect
place for canoeing, barbeque picnics, bathing and forest hiking.

Elgåfossen – where the border runs through the waterfall
The Elgåfossen waterfall is 46 m high, and runs out in the Elgåsjøen lake. Below the waterfall the
river runs into the Enningdal river before its course ends in the Iddefjord north of Berby
Hovedgård. The waterfall is close to Holtet in the Enningdal valley. The border with Sweden runs
through the centre of the waterfall.

Beside the fall you can see remains of Saga, an old cotter’s holding from 1859, with saw and corn
mills. Near the waterfall are the foundations of the buildings, as well as millstones and the stone
pillars of a timber flume that ran down by the waterfall. The place was inhabited until the 1960s.
There is now a path round the waterfall and you can cross the river by bridges both above and
below the fall.

Kornsjø
Some 300 people live in Kornsjø and the surrounding communities. Kornsjø is part of Halden, and
lies along the Swedish border. It has a long history and traces of Stone Age settlement have been
found around the lakes. State Cairn No. 1, on Hisøya in the north of Kornsjø, is from 1752. The
community was originally established as a border post, but grew quickly after the arrival of the
railway, the Smaalen Line opening in July 1879.

The steamboat D/S Prøven carries passengers on the Kornsjø lakes and a new model train
museum has opened in the old station buildings, Norge i miniatyr (‘Norway in Miniature’).
There are always events being held at Kornsjø, and it is an eldorado for nature-lovers – by water
or by foot.
Canoeing in these border waters is a special experience; you don’t know whether you are in
Sweden or Norway as you paddle past the islands and islets. There are excellent places to bathe
and camp.
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Prestebakke
Prestebakke Church was built in 1795 at the expense of chancellor Truels Wiel, owner of Berby
manor. It is the only church in Østfold that is fully decorated in the bright French decorative style
from the time of Louis XVI in the late 18th century. Before the Reformation, Enningdal had its own
parish with church and presbytery.

The Monolith and Iddefjord granite
The Monolith in the Vigeland Park in Oslo is hewn from granite taken from Iddefjord in Halden. In
1922, the 280-ton block was lifted onto the barge that was to carry it to Oslo – without the aid of a
crane! It was to become the 17-metre Monolith, with 121 sculpted figures. One could say that the
Vigeland Park is ‘from’ Halden, for practically all the granite for its paths, sculptures and other installations was quarried along the Iddefjord.
The area is to open for the first time as a Monolith Museum on 9 September 2017. There will be a
new ‘monolith block’, the same size as the one intended for the Monolith when it was hewn from
the rockface at Hov. This time, however, it is a hollow box measuring 2,5 x 2,5 x 17 metres, which
will be filled with pictures and objects telling the story of the Monolith.

The granite adventure by the Iddefjord started in 1842, and was an important enterprise for many
years. At its peak there was 3.000 men working here. From the 1870s, granite cobblestones were
sent over the ‘whole world’. For instance, in Buenos Aires and Havana today you are likely to find
yourself walking on Iddefjord granite. Fagerholt Monumenthoggeri is the only preserved
stonemasons’ yard by the fjord. The business was established by N. S. Beer in 1938, and
continued dressing stone into the 1990s. On site you can still see the quarrying huts, Norway’s
first wire saw for cutting stone, the compressor house built of so-called ‘Hitler stone’, the new and
old polishing buildings, remains of the slate workshop, the canteen and offices. The raw materials
were brought from nearby quarries or imported. In the final years, the principal activity was the
production of gravestones. Fagerholt is an important site for learning about the stone industry; in
the autumn of 2000 it was also the site for Stoneproof, a large art project. The site is open to
visitors.
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Idd Church
The church was probably built in the 12th century. It is one of 16 churches that remain of the 30
that were built in Østfold in the Middle Ages. From that period you can see a stone altar,
soapstone christening font and two crucifixes. It seats 190 people.

The Iddefjord
The Iddefjord stretches from the Hvaler Islands all the way into Berby in the Enningdalen valley. It
is the border fjord dividing Norway and Sweden. The Svinesund bridges cross it – the most
beautiful border crossing in Europe.
The fjord is rich in fish species, and its beaches are very popular in summer. The Iddefjord has
been called the only Westland fjord in the east of Norway. It is narrow and idyllic with steep and
surprising natural formations. Starboard in Sweden, port in Norway!

If you sail up the middle of the fjord, you have the national border right under your keel. Iddefjord
has therefore been marked by historical conflict. In times of tension, fortified sconces were built on
both sides. The remains of them are still visible. The fjord has also been the location for significant
naval battles between Norwegians and Swedes.

STRÖMSTAD

Strömstad lies a little to the south of the Norwegian border. Sweden’s most westerly town, it has
idyllic surroundings, including the Kosterhavet National Park, Sweden’s only marine national park.
It is an attractive place to live for parts or for all the year, and the population, today numbering
13.000, is constantly growing.

Strömstad was founded in the 16th century at the mouth of the Strömmen river, which has given
the town its name. In the mid-17th century, Strömstad gained town privileges and could promote
itself as an important trading port. Commerce bloomed during the golden age of herring fishing in
the 18th century. Even as herring was being caught as never before, the foundation was being laid
for Strömstad’s future fame – as a spa resort. Visitors wishing to ‘take the waters’ have been
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coming since 1779. It is a heritage that continues today in our spa hotels and bathing houses, not
least the modern, floating sea baths, which are open all year.
Strömstad has been associated with cross-border shopping for centuries. Today’s summer tourism
and all-year border commerce have made the town an unusually varied shopping experience.
Indeed, Strömstad can boast of a range of shopping opportunities to rival much larger towns.
Downtown shopping includes everything from unique specialist shops and trendy boutiques to
hairdressers and art galleries. Right outside the centre are several shopping malls offering further
variety – including Nordby Shoppingcenter, Svinesund Handelsområde and Gallerian Strömstad.
Popular attractions and activities
In Strömstad and surroundings you can enjoy life both on land and sea. Popular activities include
canoeing, hiking, snorkeling, birdwatching and fishing. If you prefer group activities, try a guided
tour, seal safari, island hopping tour or hiking tour during the summer.

Strömstad town: A stroll round the town centre is an attraction in itself. The area around the
quay-side promenade, the sea lapping at your feet, is always refreshing! The granite majesty of
Strömstads Stadshus (town hall) conceals many examples of number magic (free guided tours
every summer Thursday, 15:00), while the town’s oldest quarter, Bukten, with its timber houses
and cobblestones, gives an impression of how the town looked in the 19th century. Strömstads
museum has a local history exhibition. The art hall Lokstallet is an exciting venue for contemporary
art.
Kosterhavet National Park: Experience the part of Sweden most rich in marine life – both the
most familiar species and many that are only found in these waters. Kosterhavet, Sweden’s only
marine national park, stretches from Strömstad in the north to Grebbestad in the south. To the
north, the marine park continues into Norway’s Ytre Hvaler National Park. At sea and on land there
are many unique experiences to be had. A wide range of activities have as their starting point the
information centre, Naturum Kosterhavet, a stone’s throw from the Ekenäs jetty on Sydkoster
island. Admission free, open all year.
Don’t miss…
- walking the Koster Islands – ice age features, beach meadows rich in flora, and much more
- getting close to marine life at Naturum’s ”hands-on aquarium”
- Kosterhavet’s Snorkel Trails at Rörvik (Sydkoster) and Hasslebukten (Saltö)
- the historic isle of Ursholmen – with Sweden’s most westerly lighthouse
- the shingle beaches on Nordkoster and Kockholmen

The Koster Islands: In the sea off Strömstad are the remarkable Koster Islands, divided into
South and North Koster. For most part the islands are a nature reserve, with coastal nature at its
most beautiful. Here you get around by foot or by bike, taking you past charming fishing villages,
restaurants, craft workshops and other attractions. And you are never far from a beach! Daily
ferries from the North Harbour in Strömstad. The crossing takes 30-45 mins., depending where
you disembark.

Alaska: A garden of delights, built up with pebbles and shells – this was the life’s work of Hilma
Svedal. After 30 years prospecting for gold in America, she returned home in the 1930s and built
her park, stone by stone – with temples, towers and viewing platforms. Today it is a popular tourist
attraction that also has fine beaches and hiking areas. In summer there is a ferry connection from
North Harbour, with a 20 min. crossing.

Blomsholm Ancient Monuments: Near Blomsholm Farm you can visit majestic ancient monuments,
including the region’s largest stone circle and Sweden’s largest stone ship monument. Most of the
sites here date from AD 200 – 600, and bear witness to the importance of the area in the Iron Age.
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Strömstad – all year round!
Summer – coastal paradise and bathing
The sun is always smiling on Strömstad. The harbours are full of life – outdoor restaurants,
shopping, pleasure boats and holiday-happy crowds. A seal safari and sea bath during the day,
cultural events in the evening at the church, pubs and festivals.

Autumn – lobster season and seafood feast
The autumn storms whip up the waves, foaming over the harbour walls. It’s time to enjoy seafood
at its very best! The lobster premiere in September is a ritual for many, and the tourist ought to experience a lobster safari on the rolling autumn sea, with the chance to haul aboard your own
dinner.
Winter – time for the spa and a maritime Christmas dinner
This is the season for looking after yourself. Strömstad has a long heritage as a spa town, and
today can tempt you with state-of-the art spas that can be combined with invigorating saunas and
sea bathing. On dinner tables the regional Christmas platter will always have seafood delicacies
as a speciality.

Spring – galleries and walking
A sure sign of spring: the Kvirr art festival across the region, artists opening their studios and galleries to the public. Blue and white anemones below, birdsong above – our life forces wake again,
and we are drawn out to our coastal paths to walk and wander.

Welcome to Østfold and to
Ladies Tour of Norway 2018!

